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Abstract. This paper introduces a novel technique for identifying logically re-
lated sections of the heap such as recursive data structures, objects that are part of 
the same multi-component structure, and related groups of objects stored in the 
same collection/array. When combined withthe lifetime properties of these struc-
tures, this information can be used to drive a range of program optimizations in-
cluding pool allocation, object co-location, static deallocation, and region-based 
garbage collection. The technique outlined in this paper also improves the effi-
ciency of the static analysis by providing a normal form for the abstract models 
(speeding the convergence of the static analysis). 
We focus on two techniques for grouping parts of the heap. The first is a tech-
nique for precisely identifying recursive data structures in object-oriented pro-
grams based on the types declared in the program. The second technique is a 
novel method for grouping objects that make up the same composite structure 
and that allows us to partition the objects stored in a collection/array into groups 
based on a similarity relation. We provide a parametric component in the similar-
ity relation in order to support specific analysis applications (such as a numeric 
analysis which would need to partition the objects based on numeric properties of 
the fields). Using the Barnes-Hut benchmark from the JOlden suite we show how 
these grouping methods can be used to identify various types of logical structures 
allowing the application of many region-based program optimizations. 
1 Introduction 
Identifying and grouping logically related parts of the program heap in an abstract pro-
gram model is useful both to client optimization applications (which can use the in-
formation to perform pool allocation, object co-location, static deallocation, etc.) and 
in improving the performance of the static data flow analysis (providing a normal form 
which speeds the convergence of the analysis). This paperpresents a novel technique for 
identifying and grouping these regions in a manner that supports a wide range of client 
applications and that can be used in practice to produce an efficient static analysis. 
Research on object allocation and memory layout has used the notions of logically 
related structures to improve the spatial locality of objects with similar temporal ac-
cesses via techniques such as pool allocation [16,3] and object co-location [11,7]. 
Other work which uses logically related sections of the heap has focused on improving 
the efficiency of garbage collection. The most obvious application is static deallocation 
of regions or data structures [4,12]. There has also been work [14] on using región 
information to reduce the pause times of garbage collection by only performing the 
collection on portions of heap that are likely to contain many dead objects. Similar ap-
proaches (when combined with heap based read/write information) can also be used to 
support parallel garbage collection by statically identifying which parts of the heap can 
be safely collected without concern for the mutator. 
The techniques listed above use a variety of techniques for identifying the región 
information that is later used in the optimizations phase. The techniques range from 
simple grouping via the points-to partitions computed using a Steensgaard style analy-
sis [22,13] to more complex and specialized approaches as done in [16,12]. However, 
the technique in this paper offers a significantly higher degree of precisión than these 
approaches and thus the method for identifying regions presented in this paper can be 
used directly to improve the effectiveness of these optimizations. 
In addition to being useful for a range of optimization techniques the región identi-
fication technique we present in this paper can be used to improve the performance of 
various static analysis techniques. This is achieved by using the región identification to 
define a normal form for the abstract models, reducing the height of the abstract lattice. 
This use of a normal form can be seen as a pseudo-widening operation used to transform 
a domain of infinite height (e.g, linked lists of size 0 , 1 . . . <») into a finite height lattice 
(e.g, linked lists that are of size 0,1,2, or some unknown length co). While this idea is 
not novel to this paper —symbolic access paths in [6], normalization/merge in [2,5,17], 
and the append left/right rules in [1,23] or similar rules for inductive synthesis in [10]— 
the approach we present here is significantly more general. In particular the formaliza-
tion applies to any type of recursive data structures (as opposed to just lists in [1] or 
trees [10]), it can precisely model many types of cyclic structures (which are merged 
in [17,6]), and it is supports more precise grouping of the contents of collections (arrays 
or collections from j ava . ú t i l ) than is possible with the methods described in [2,20] 
(and which are left out in most other approaches). 
We begin with a brief introduction of the parametric labeled storage shape graph 
(Issg) model, Section 2, that we use to illustrate the main contributions of this paper. 
These contributions as described in Sections 3 and 4 are: 
- A method for identifying and grouping recursive data structures. 
- A method for identifying groups of objects that form multi-object composite struc-
tures. 
- A parametric approach to grouping the contents of arrays/collections. 
Finally, in Section 6 we use the well known Barnes-Hut benchmark from the JOlden 
suite to illustrate the results of the región analysis and how this information can be used 
to support some of the optimizations mentioned above. 
2 Concrete Heap and Labeled Storage Shape Graph 
We begin by reviewing the abstract graph model that we build on in this work (although 
the concepts presented in this paper can be easily applied in other approaches such as 
those that rely on separation logic [1,10,23]). In previous work [17-20] this model 
is used to precisely perform shape and sharing analysis on a range of Java 1.4 pro-
grams. While the properties discussed therein are critical to precisely analyzing these 
programs, we do not need all of this information in order to perform región identifica-
tion and grouping. Thus, to simplify the discussion and to focus on the novel concepts 
in this paper we present a simplified versión of the model. 
2.1 Concrete Semantics 
The semantics of memory are defined in the usual way, using an environment map-
ping variables into valúes, and a store mapping addresses into valúes. We refer to the 
environment and the store together as the concrete heap, which is treated as a labeled, 
directed multi-graph (T, 0,R) where each VG V isa variable, each o G O is an object on 
the heap and each r G R is a reference (either a variable reference or a pointer between 
objects). The set of references i? C (VUO)xOxL where L is the set of storage location 
identifiers (a variable ñame in the environment, a field identifier for references stored in 
objects, or an integer offset for references stored in arrays/collections). For a reference 
(a,b,p) G i?, we use the notation a^bto indicate that the object (or variable) a refers 
to b via the field ñame (or variable identifier) p. 
A región of memory 9Í = {C,P,Rin,Rout) consists ofa subsetC C O of the objects 
in the heap, all the pointers P = {{a,b,p) eR\a,b G C A a i b} that connect them, the 
references that enter the región Rin = {(a,b,r) £R\ a G (OUV)\CAb e C A a A b} 
and references exiting the regioni?ouí= {(a,b,r) GR \ a G CAb G 0\CAa-^b}. 
2.2 Storage Shape Graph Abstraction 
Our abstract heap domain is based on the storage shape graph [2] approach. An ab-
stract storage graph is a tupie of the form (V,Ñ,É), where V is a set of abstract nodes 
representing the variables, TV is a set of abstract nodes (each of which abstracts a región 
9Í of the heap), and É C (V U Ñ) x Ñ x L are the graph edges, each of which abstracts 
a set of pointers, and L is a set of abstract storage offsets (variable ñames, field offsets 
or the special offset ? for references stored in arrays/collections). We extend this defini-
tion with a set of additional relations Ü that further restrict the set of concrete heaps that 
each shape graph abstracts. The labeled storage shape graphs (Issg), which we refer to 
simply as abstract graphs, are tupies of the form {V,Ñ,É, Ü). 
Defínition 1 (Valid Concretization of a Issg). A given concrete heap h is a valid con-
cretization ofa labeled storage shape graphg ifthere arefunctions nv , n o , Ylr such that 
the following holcl: 
- nv : V i—> V, no : O i—> Ñ and TIr : i? i—> E are functions (and TIV is 1-1). 
- h,nv,no, and TIr satisfy all the relations in Ü. 
- h, TIV, no, and TIr are connectively consistent with g. 
Where h, TIV, no,TIr are connectively consistent with g if 
- V 01,02 G O s.t. (oi,02,p) G R, 3 e G E s.t. e = nr((oi,02,p)), e starts at no(o{), 
ends at no(o2), ande.offset = p. 
- V v G V, o G O s.t. (v,o,v) G R, 3 e G E s.t. e = i7r((v,o,v)), e starts at i7v(v), ends 
at no(o), ande.offset = v. 
To check if a given concrete heap h and maps nv,n0,nr satisíy a given relation 
in Ü we need to look at the pre-images of the nodes and edges in the abstract graph g 
under the maps n v , n 0 , Hr. We use the notation h\ge\a indícate the set of references 
in the concrete heap h that are in the pre-image of e under the maps. Similarly, we use 
h lg n, to indicate the región of the heap that is the image of n under the maps. 
2.3 Label Relations (in Ü) 
Type. For the type relation, we add a relation («, {TI, ..., T¿}) (we use the shorthand 
n.type = {TI, . . . , T¿}) to Ü for each node in Ñ, where x¡ are types in the program 
and say: h,nv,no,Tlr satisfies («, {TI, . . . , T¿}) iff { typeof (o) | object o £ h lg n} C 
{rh...,rk}. 
Linearity. The linearity relation is used to track the number of objects in the región 
abstracted by a given node or the number of references abstracted by a given edge. 
The linearity property has 2 valúes: 1 indicating a cardinality of [0,1] or co indicating a 
cardinality of [0, <»). Given a node n where h\gn = (C,P,RirhRout) then: 
,„, í [0,1] if n.linearity = 1 
' ' \ [0,°°) if n.linearity = a> 
Similarly for an edge e where h [g e = {r\,... ,rj} then: 
\Sr r II a i 1°' ^  iSeJinearity = 1 
I Vi > • • • > rj i I t y [0; oo) if e.linearity = (O 
Abstract Layout. To approximate the shape of the structures present inthe región that a 
node abstracts, the analysis uses abstract layout properties {(S)ingleton, (L)ist, (T)ree, 
(M)ultiPath, and (C)ycle}. The (S)ingleton property states that there are no pointers 
between any of the objects abstracted by the node, given a node n where h [g n = 
(C,P,Rin,Rout) thenP = 0. The other properties correspond to the standard definitions 
for list, tree, DAG, and cyclic structures in the literature [9,18,17,1]. 
2.4 Sample Heap and Abstract Graph Model. 
Figure 1 shows a linked list of length 3 or more (left) and the representation of this list 
in the abstract domain with the objects that represent it grouped into regions (right). In 
the abstract domain each edge is labeled with a unique identifier, an abstract storage 
offset, and a linearity label. The nodes are labeled with a unique identifier, a type label, 
a linearity label and a layout label. 
In Figure l(b) we see that the variable 1 refers to node 1 which represents a single 
(linearity is 1) ListNode (LN) object at the head of the linked list. There is a single edge 
(edge 2) out of the node representing the single (again linearity 1) (n) e x t pointer, 
which ends at node 2. This node represents the tail of the list (the self n edge and (L)ist 
layout) which may contain many objects (linearity is (O). 
Partitioning the list into these two nodes captures several important attributes. First 
we have keptthe head of the list (which may be modifiedthoughthe variable 1) distinct, 
[2, n, 1] 
[LN) " WLN) " •(LN) ÍLN] 
Ó 
[1,1,1] 
(a) Concrete List, Length 3 or More (b) Abstraction with Regions Identified 
Fig. 1. A Linked List and Desired Abstraction with Regions Identified 
giving more opportunities to the analysis for precisely modeling the effects of later 
program statements. Next, the grouping has produced a compact representation for the 
list structure which has a substantial impact on the efficiency of the analysis. Finally, 
we have grouped all of the objects that make up the list into two nodes (the head and 
the tail, nodes 1 and 2) and as we will see later if there are other unrelated lists in 
the program the abstraction will genérate sepárate nodes for each of these lists. Thus, 
the information needed by the various optimization techniques we are interested in is 
preserved (objects in the same structures are grouped together while disjoint structures 
in the concrete heap are kept sepárate in the abstract model). 
3 Recursive Components 
The first contribution in this paper is a generalized method for identifying parts of the 
abstract heap graph that may represent a single recursive data structure and how these 
parts should be grouped together (e.g. using múltiple nodes to represent the head and 
tail sections of the linked list). While the basic approachto identifying potentially recur-
sive structures is a straightforward examination of the type information and connectivity 
properties of the program based on the symbolic access paths in [6] there are a num-
ber of subtle but important modifications that are needed maintain the desired level of 
precisión in the results, which we describe in Subsection 3.2. 
3.1 Statically Recursive Types 
We can identify the types in a program that may be recursive by looking at the type 
graph for the program. This static program type graph has a node for each type that is 
declared and for each pair of types T, T' there is an edge from T to T' if T has a field of 
type (or supertype) x'. From this construction we can identify types that are recursive 
(based on the static type information) as follows: 
Defínition 2 (Statically Recursive Types). For a given program and types x, x': 
1. T, x' are statically recursive iffin the static program type graph (x ^ %' A T, x' are 
in the same strongly connected component) V (x = %' and there is a se If edge). 
2. x is a statically recursive type iff3x' s.t. T, X' are statically recursive. 
3.2 Recursive Structure Identification Refinements 
In much of the past work on región identification [17,16,6,1,10] this static type infor-
mation has been used (in various ways) to determine if two objects are part of the same 
recursive data stracture. However, this can result in overly approximate región identifi-
cation in three important classes of heap stractures. Below we describe these and how 
we can modify our concept of recursive stractures to characterize them. 
Safe Nodes. In order to accurately simúlate the effects of various program statements 
it is critical to precisely model the targets of variable references. Consider removing 
an element from a linked list where we have múltiple variables pointing into the same 
list stracture. In order to preserve the listness property after the removal we must keep 
track of the relative positions of the variable references into the list stracture and the 
effects of the assignment statements on the objects referred to by the variables. Thus, 
even though all of these objects make up the same recursive list stracture, we want to 
use múltiple nodes to represent it (one node for each location in the list that is being 
modified in a addition to nodes representing the list tail or other segments). 
To identify these important objects which need to be modeled independently we 
introduce the notion of safe nodes. We say a node is safe if it represents an interesting 
point in a recursive data stracture (a point where the program is accessing a specific 
node in the data stracture though a variable reference, as in the above example, or a 
non-recursive data stracture pointing into specific locations in the recursive stracture) 
and we keep these nodes distinct from any other recursive components. 
If we have a recursive data stracture and we store references to important points 
in it via another data stracture we want to be able to maintain the relations between 
these specific points in a data stracture for when they are accessed later in the program. 
This is a generalization of maintaining the precise locations of variable references into a 
recursive data stracture. This is important to analyzing situations of the form: a method 
returns a P a i r object containing two Lis tNode objects and we want to remove all 
the elements in the list between the f i r s t and second enfries of the P a i r . If the 
analysis does not maintain the order relation between the targets of the f i r s t and 
second reference fields in the list stracture we cannot accurately model the effects 
of the remove operation (e.g., we would conservatively assume that the target of the 
second fieldcould come before the targetof the f i r s t fieldin the list). 
Definition 3 (Safe Node). A node n is safe ifit is a node of linearity 1 and either ofthe 
following hold: 
1. 3 variable v that refers to n. 
2. 3 edge e s.t. e starts at a node ns where \/TS £ w .^type, T G «.type , Ts, T are not 
statically recursive. 
Connectivity Awareness. Consider a program with the object types Ti, T2, T3 which are 
mutually recursive on the n field. If we have the abstract heap graph in Figure 2 we 
can see that the 2nd and 3rd nodes in the list are statically recursive according to the 
definitions above but that there is no complete recursive stracture present in the program 
(no type appears múltiple times in the same stracture). This can occur frequently with 
pre 1.5 Java collections as their contents are untyped (they may contain any type of 
object) and are thus statically recursive with all other types. 
o 
[1,1,1] [2, n, 1] [3, n, 1] 
1, Ti, 1, S 2, T2, 1, S 3, T3, 1, S 
Fig. 2. Recursive Types But No Complete Structure 
To avoid this problem we perform a connectivity aware detection of the recursive 
structures which takes into account the connectivity information of the heap and en-
sures that we only consider two nodes as being recursive if they are part of a complete 
recursive structure. Which ensures only nodes that are in repeating and uninteresting 
parts of a recursive data structure are grouped into a single región. 
Defínition 4 (Complete Recursive Structure). Two nodes n, n1 are part ofa complete 
recursive structure if: 
3 eclge efrom n to n', 3nT and apath from n' to nx s.t. none ofn,n',nx or the nodes on 
thepath are safe, and n .type n «T .type ^ 0. 
Recursive vs. Back Pointers. Many programs use back pointers causing the above def-
inition to identify any cyclic structure as recursive, since trivially every node can reach 
itself and thus every type appears múltiple times. This causes the grouping of cycles 
in the graph into single nodes with the layout (C)ycle, which can lead to substantial 
imprecisión. Figure 3 shows an example of such a heap. We can see that even though 
the heap structure is finite, the back edge will cause our recursive component defínition 
to group the 2nd and 3rd nodes into the same recursive component. 
[i, i, i] [3, n, 1] 
[ 1, Ti, 1, S ] 
Fig. 3. Recursive Cycle 
To address this problem (and other similar problems that arise when identifying 
unbounded recursive structures when cyclic structures are present) we modify the re-
cursive defínition to ignore back edges when determining if two nodes are recursive. 
3.3 Recursive Node Definition 
Given the above scenarios and the proposed solutions for handling them we get the 
following final definition for determining if two nodes are recursive. 
Definition 5 (Recursive Nodes). Given the function depth which returns the depth of 
a node in the graph, nodes n, n' (where n ^ n') are recursive if: 
3 edge efrom n to «', neither ofn, n' are safe and 3«T s. t. there is a (possibly empty) path 
\j/r{(n\,n\)... (nsk,nek)) from n' to «T s.t. ^{n^n6^ G i//r,depth(«¿) < depth(«f) (where 
depth is the depth of the node in the graph), V(«¿,«¿), neither «¿ or n? is safe and, 
«.typen«T .type^0. 
4 Composite Components and Array/Collection Grouping 
The second contribution of this paper is a method to identify composite structures and 
equivalence classes of the objects stored in arrays or collections. This is done by defin-
ing a parametric predicate for determining if two nodes represent equivalent regions of 
the heap. The method presented in this section is effective for the application of iden-
tifying heap regions based on simple connectivity information (and is sufficient for our 
optimization applications) but the parametric component allows for the predicate to be 
tailored to support other applications as well (for example if we are using a numeric 
domain we can extend it to keep objects in an array with non-zero valúes in a given 
field distinct from objects that must have a zero in this field [18]). 
We introduce a notion of equivalence of two nodes that captures our intuition of 
when two nodes «,«' abstract similar regions of the concrete heap. Since the equiv-
alence predicate is used to determine the máximum number of out edges each node 
may have, we can improve efficiency by minimizing the number of equivalence classes 
created by this relation. The tradeoff between precisión and performance that we have 
found to be acceptable is determined by the following conditions: (1) are all the types 
represented by the nodes non-recursive (or may both nodes represent recursive types) 
and (2) what variables can access the objects in the regions abstracted by the nodes? 
Recursive Similarify. Two nodes are recursive similar if they both abstract all non-
recursive types or they both may abstract an object with a recursive type. An example of 
why this is important is the common construction of k-ary trees using arrays/collections 
to hold either a recursive subtree or a non-recursive leaf object. 
Definition 6 (Recursive Similarity). Given nodes n, n1 and the statically recursive type 
information, n,n' are recursive similar iff either of the following holds: 
1. (3T G «.type, T is statically recursive) A (3T' G «'.type, %' is statically recursive) 
2. (~fcz G «.type, T is statically recursive) A (fix' G «'.type, T' is statically recursive) 
An example of this situation is in the bh program discussed in Section 6. This pro-
gram performs a n-body gravitational simulation on a set of Body objects using the 
fast-multipole approach. This technique builds a space decomposition tree made up of 
Ce 11 objects each of which has a reference to a Vec t o r containing references to other 
Ce 11 objects inthe space decomposition tree orto the Body objects. Using good OOP 
stylethe C e l l and Body objects both inherit from an abstract Node class. Thus, ifwe 
did not distinguish between the recursive Cel 1 objects which make up the tree struc-
ture and the leaf Body objects the analysis would end up grouping the tree (with the 
Cel 1 objects) and the leaf objects (the Body objects) into the same región. However, 
by distinguishing regions based on their recursive similarity we can avoid this and en-
sure that the tree structure and the leaf objects are grouped into different regions. 
Reference Similarity. Ifwe have two nodes n, n' and the objects abstracted in the región 
by n are all stored in an array A and all the objects in the región abstracted by n' are 
stored in array A and a second array B then it is reasonable to assume that the program-
mer has partitioned these objects differently for some reason. Thus, we want to preserve 
this information by keeping the nodes distinct, we show this situation in Figure 4. We 
can ensure that the information on which collections and variables refer to which sets 
of objects is maintained by using the following definition of reference similarity. 
Defínition 7 (Reference Similarity). We say two nodes n,n' are reference similar if 
given the set ofin edges to n, Em = {e" ...e%}, the set ofin edges to n', E'in = {e" ... e% } , 
and the set ofvariables that can reach node n, Vr = {v"... v"}, the set ofvariables that 
can reach node n', V'r = {v" ... v" } , the following holds: 
({«.offset | e G Em} = {e'.offset | e> G E[n}) A (Vr = V'r) 
(A) (B 
[1,A,1]T [4,B,1] 
[ l , LND, 1,S) [4, LND, 1,S) 
[2,1. u] ~ 7 \ J 3 ' ? ' «1 
[5, ?, ID] 
[ 2, LN, ai, S ) [ 3, LN, (d, S ] 
Fig. 4. Nodes 2, 3 Not Reference Similar (based on variable reachability) 
This definition ensures that if two nodes are treated differently with respect to the 
types of objects they are stored in or the variables that reach them then they are kept 
sepárate. In Figure 4 nodes 2 and 3 are not reference similar since node 2 is reachable 
from variable A while node 3 is reachable from both variables A and B. 
Parametric Node Equivalence. Inadditionto using the structural information provided 
by the recursive similar and reference similar relations we can also provide a parametric 
component to the grouping operation to support the needs of more specific types of 
analysis. In some of our related work [18] we have used examples that involve tracking 
the numeric field valúes of objects stored in each región. In orderto achieve the required 
level of precisión it is important to avoid grouping regions with differing field valúes 
even if the objects they represent are stored in the same array. Thus our definition allows 
parametric similarity properties to support specialized analyses. 
Definition 8 (Equivalent Nodes/Edges). Given the above definitions we define edge 
equivalence. Given a node n and two out edges e, e' which start at node n and end at 
nodes ne andnei respectively we say e, e' are equivalent if: 
1. e.offset = e'.offset 
2. ne,nei are recursive similar 
3. ne,nei are reference similar 
4. ne, nei are equivalentfor all parametric similarity relations 
5 Región Identification and Grouping 
Using the above definitions for identifying recursive structures, composite structures 
and grouping the contents of collections/arrays we define the method for constructing 
the logically related regions. Once we have identified a set of nodes that represent a 
logically related región, based on our región predicates, we need to replace them with a 
single node that safely approximates the properties of the nodes in the set. 
Component Summarization. Before we present the complete región identification/nor-
malization algorithm we describe how the summary nodes are computed. To simplify 
the computation we perform the summarization in a pairwise manner. When summariz-
ing two nodes, n and n', there are three possibilities. The first is that there are no edges 
between the nodes, there are only edges in one direction between nodes (from n to n' or 
n' to n, but not both) and when there are edges from n to n' and from n1 ton. 
If there are no edges between the nodes we use the mergeNoEdge method to com-
pute the summary representation. This method is a simple component-wise operation 
where the updated type label is the unión of the two type sets, the linearity valué is (O 
and the layout is the max (the most general) of the two layout labels. The case where 
there are edges from n to n1 and from n' to n (mergeBothWay) is similar except we 
always assume the layout of the summary node is (C)ycle. 
The mergeEdgeOneWay operation (Algorithm 1) on a pair of nodes that have con-
necting edges is more complicated. In particular we need to account for the fact that the 
edge(s) connecting nodes n and n' will affect the layout of the new summary node. 
Algorithm 1: mergeOneWay 
input : graph g, n,n' nodes, ebt set of edges from « to «' 
«.types <— «.types U «'.types; 
«.linearity <— co; 
«.layout <— combineLayout(«.layout, «'.layout, ebt); 
remap all edges incident to «' to be incident to «; 
deleteNode(g,«'); 
The algorithm combineLayout(l,l',ebf), is based on a case analysis of the layout 
that results from the possible combinations of the layouts for n, n' along with the total 
numberof pointers represented by ebt. We enumérate the possible combinations of the 
ebt edges and the layout labels and then for each case we use the semantics of the edge 
and layout properties to determine the most general layout type that may result from 
this particular case. For example if we have two (S)ingleton nodes connected by an 
edge of linearity 1 then the most general layout for a node that summarizes these nodes 
and the edge is a (L)ist. 
To merge two arbitrary nodes n,n'we use Algorithm 2 which selects the appropriate 
method for merging two nodes based on the existence of edges between them. 
Algorithm 2: mergeNode 
input : node «,«' , graph g 
if 3 edges from n to n' and n' to n then 
mergeBothWay(g, n, n'); 
else if 3 edges from n to n' then 
mergeOneWay(g, n,n' ,{e\e from n to «'}); 
else if 3 edges from n' to n then 
mergeOneWay(g, «', n, {e \ e from n' to «}); 
else 
mergeNoEdge(g, « ' ,«) ; 
Región Identification/Normalization Algorithm. Once we have the above methods for 
computing summary nodes for a pair of nodes in the graph we can define the final 
región identification algorithm. The resulting región grouped model is also a convenient 
normal form ensuring that the static analysis terminates as the infinite set of labeled 
storage shape graphs is a finite set under the normal form (recursive structures are 
represented by a bounded number of nodes and each node has a bounded number of out 
edges, for space we omit a formal proof). 
The algorithm is a straightforward iterative identification of pairs of nodes/edges 
that should be grouped and the replacement of these structures by a summary repre-
sentation until a fixpoint is reached. After this method terminates the abstract graph 
model will have all the logically related regions identified and grouped according to the 
characterizations in Sections 3 and 4. 
6 Case Study and Experimental Evaluation 
Barnes-Hut Case Study. Our versión of the bh program performs a gravitational inter-
action simulation on a set of bodies (the Body objects) using afast-multipole technique 
with a space decomposition tree. The tree is represented using Ce 11 objects each of 
which has a V e c t o r containing references to other Cel 1 objects or references to the 
Body objects. The program also keeps two j ava . ú t i l . V e c t o r objects foraccess-
ing the bodies, bodyTab and bodyTabRev. The positions (pos), velocities (vel ) 
Algorithm 3: groupRegions 
input : graph g 
while g is changing do 
while 3 node n with edges e,e' s.t. e ^ e' A e,e' are equivalent edges do 
mergeNode(target of e, target of e', g); 
e.linearity <— co; 
deleteEdge(g, e'); 
while 3 nodes n,n' that are recursive do 
mergeNode(g, n,«'); 
and acceleration (acc) valúes of the bodies are represented with composite structures 
consistingof aMathVec to r objectandadouble [ ] . 
Figure 5 shows the abstract heap model built and used in the s t epSy s t em method 
of the benchmark (the listing below), where the space decomposition tree is recom-
puted (the makeTree method), the body-body interactions are computed (the loop 
with the h a c k G r a v i t y method), and the new acceleration information is propagated 
(the vp rop method). 
publ ic void s tepSy stem () { 
t h i s . makeTree (ns t ep ) ; 
I t e r a t o r bi = t h i s . bodyTabRev . i t e r a t o r ( ) ; 
while (b i . hasNext ( ) ) 
((Body) b i . n e x t ( ) ) . h a c k G r a v i t y ( r s i z e , r o o t ) ; 
vprop ( th i s . bodyTabRev , n s t e p ) ; 
(root) 
[{?, subp>] 
[0, root, 1] 
[ 0, BTree, 1, S ] [12, bodyTabRev, 1] 
[17, data, u] 
\ 
[16, Double[],ü),s] 
[5, data, u] [ 5, MathVector, ui, S ] [ 3, MathVector, Ü), S 
[ 8, DoubleD, u), S ] [7.data."l [6, data, u] 
[4, data, u] 
[10, DoubleD, m, s] 
[ 6, DoubleD, M, S ] [ 4, DoubleD, ""• S 
Fig. 5. Abstract Heap in BH 
As we can see in Figure 5 the región identification algorithm is able to correctly 
identiíy and group all the major components in the overall heap structure. The space 
decomposition tree is grouped into the región represented by node 17 (although the 
analysis has overly conservatively assumed the structure may have a (C)yclic layout) 
while the leaf Body objects are represented separately by node 14. The analysis has 
also grouped the composite MathVec to r /doub le [ ] structures and has maintained 
the separation of these structures when they abstract distinct structures and are stored 
in different types or in different fields. 
The bh program has many opportunities to apply the optimizations discussed in the 
introduction [16,11,7,12,14]. In particular the information computed by the analysis 
in this paper enables opportunities that could not be previously exploited due to a lack of 
sufficiently precise región identification. For example we can determine that the space 
decomposition tree (node 17) and the Body objects (node 14) are good candidates for 
pool allocation [16] (and collection) while the MathVec tor /doub le [] structures 
are good candidates for co-location [11,7]. In examining the v p r o p method, which 
updates the new position and velocity information for each Body, we can use the región 
information to determine that the MathVector objects stored inthe different fields of 
the Body objects can be effectively región allocated and collected [14]. If we include 
sharing information as describedin [19] we can determine precisely when these objects 
are dead and immediately reclaim them instead of waiting for the collector [12]. 
These transformations allow for the efficient collection (by collecting individual ob-
jects or entire pools) of all the dead objects created during this main computation por-
tion and for the location of temporally related obj ects into contiguous parts of memory. 
Thus, this benchmark demonstrates how the precisión of the región analysis presented 
in this paper enables the application of a number of powerful program optimizations 
that reduce the memory requirements, reduce garbage collection costs, and to improve 
the performance of the program. 
Experimental Evaluation. We have implemented a shape analyzer based on the región 
identification methods and instrumentationproperties presented in this paper and evalu-
ated the effectiveness and efficiency of the analysis on programs from SPECjvm98 [21] 
and a versión of the JOlden [15] suite. The JOlden suite contains pointer-intensive 
kernels that make use of recursive procedures, inheritance, and virtual methods. We 
modified the suite to use modern Java programming idioms. The benchmarks raytrace 
(modified to be single threaded) and db are taken from SPECjvm98. 
The analysis algorithm was written in C++ and compiled using MSVC 8.0. The 
analysis was run on a 2.6 GHz Intel quad-core machine with 4 GB of RAM (although 
memory consumption never exceeded 120 MB). 
For each of the benchmarks we provide a brief description of some of the major 
structures/features that are in the program. We mention the major data structures used 
(Trees, Lists of Lists, Cycles, etc.) and if the program heavily modifies the data struc-
tures (w/ Mod). Some of the benchmarks have slightly more nuanced structures — mst 
and voronoi which build globally cyclic structures that have significant local structure, 
bh which has a complex space-decomposition tree and sharing relations, and raytrace 
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Fig. 6. LOC is for the normalized program representation including library stubs required by the 
analysis. Analysis Time is the analysis time for the analysis in seconds. 
tures, and substantial sharing throughout. We also note that tsp and voronoi begin with 
tree structures and process them building up a final cyclic structure during the program. 
These benchmarks thus exercise a wide range of features in the analysis based on the 
types of structures built, modification of these structures, sharing of the structures, use 
of multi-component structures, and the use of arrays/collections.l 
To assess the accuracy of the analysis, we report, in the Región Correct column 
of Table 6, the results of the región identification presented in this paper. In all of the 
programs we examined the analysis was able to identify and precisely group the heap 
into logically related regions (as with the bh case study). 
Región analysis in the context of shape analysis is a relatively unstudied problem. 
Most work on región analysis has been based on points-to or reachability based analy-
ses [12,16,7,8,13,14]. Other notable work includes [5] which uses a graph based ap-
proach (similar to this paper) but has a much less general and precise grouping method, 
and the related work on separation logic based analysis places restrictions on the types 
of structures built [1,23] (only allow linked lists) orón the method of construction [10] 
(limits the how recursive structures can be built). Thus, many of these benchmarks can-
notbe precisely analyzed with other existing methods, including bh, em3d, voronoi, and 
raytrace, which all have substantial opportunities for the application of various región 
based optimization (similar to the bh case study). 
Our experiments demónstrate that the proposed región identification method can 
be used to precisely identify and group logically related regions of the heap (recursive 
data structures, composite structures composed of múltiple objects and the contents 
of arrays/collections). Further this information can be computed efficiently. In fact the 
normal form that results from this grouping greatly improves the performance of the 
analysis by restricting the size of the abstract graph domain (which speeds the conver-
gence of the analysis) . Based on these results we believe that the proposed approach 
presents abasis for a heap analysis that can be used inpractice to provide detailed heap 
See www. es . u n m . e d u / ~ m a r r o n / s o f t w a r e / s o f t w a r e . h tml for benchmark code, 
examples of the analysis results, and an executable analysis demo. 
information for a range of optimization applications that rely on región information and 
we are currently working on improving the practicality of the analysis by developing 
on techniques to scale it to larger programs. 
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